The survivor interaction contrasts (SIC) is a powerful measure for distinguishing among candidate models of human information processing. One class of models to which SIC analysis can apply are the coactive, or channel summation, models of human information processing. In general, parametric forms of coactive models assume that responses are made based on the first passage time across a fixed threshold of a sum of stochastic processes. Previous work has shown that the SIC for a coactive model based on the sum of Poisson processes has a distinctive down-up-down form, with an early negative region that is smaller than the later positive region. In this note, we demonstrate that a coactive process based on the sum of two Wiener processes has the same SIC form.
Introduction
One of the fundamental goals in modeling cognitive processing is determining h ow multiple sources of infor mation are processed t ogether. One major comp onent of this determination is the distinction between parallel pro cessing, in which sources are processed simultaneously, and serial processing, in which the sources are processed one at a time (e.g., Sternberg, 1966; Townsend, 1974) . A spe cial case of parallel processing is of particular interest to psychologists, coactive processing, in which information is accumulated in parallel, then pooled (Bernstein, 1970; Miller, 1982; Townsend & Ashby, 1983; Grice et al. , 1984; Schwarz, 1989 Schwarz, , 1994 . Distinguishing a mong these pro cessing types based on observable d ata can b e difficult. However, under certain conditions, the Survivor Interac tion Contrast (SIC) predicted by each processing type are distinct (Townsend & N ozawa, 1995) . SIC predictions for independent serial and parallel system s are based on very general theorems; however the SIC prediction for the coac tive model is specific to a Poisson accumulator m odel. In this p aper we show that the predicted SIC for coactive models given by the sum of two Wiener processes is quali tatively the sam e as the predicted SIC of the Poisson coac tive model. B y demonstrating that the same SIC form is predicted by a coactive model based on a different st ochas tic process, we hope to add credence to the claim that this SIC is a signature of coactive processing in general.
Coactive processing m odels are generally used to de scribe systems in which information is gathered from mul tiple sources in parallel a nd is pooled t oward a single d e cision. This t ype of model h as been alternately described
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Email addresses: jhoupt @indiana .edu (Joseph W . Houpt) , jtownsen@indiana . edu (James T . Townsend) in the literature as 'coactive,' (Miller, 1982; Townsend & Ashby, 1983; Townsend & Nozawa, 1995) 'superposition' (Schwarz, 1989 (Schwarz, , 1994 and 'ener gy summation/ integration ' (Bernstein, 1970; Nicke rson, 1973) . The key feature is that the summed activation level across sources is compa r ed to a single thresh old.
The coactive model is often used t o m odel performance wh en there a r e multiple sources of information that con tain redundant information about the appropriate response. Participants are n orm ally faster a nd more accurate when ther e is redundant information than wh en a n indiv idual source is presented (e.g., Hersh enson, 1962; Kinchla, 1974) . This phenomenon is known as the redunda nt t a rget effect (e.g., Miller, 1982) . As it turns out, a redunda nt target ef fect is not necessarily enough to indicat e coactive process ing. Raab (1962) d emonstrated that a r edundant target effect can be produced by a n independent , separate deci sion, parallel m odel due to statistical facilitation alone.
1
Essentially his argument was that the probability that ei ther of two processes is finished is higher than the proba bility that one specific process has finished. Nonetheless, there are methods of ruling out statistical facilitation as an explanation of the redundant target effect. Miller (1982) d evelop ed one method of ruling out sta tistical facilitation as a n explanation for faster response times in a redundant t a rget d esign. He showed that, under certain assumptions, a parallel, separat e decision model must h ave a sm aller CDF of completion times in the re dundant trials (FAB(t)) than the sum of the CDFs of com pletion times in single target trials (FA(t) ,FB(t)),
If Equation 1 is violated for some t, then this I S taken as evidence of coactive processing (see Maris & Maris, 2003 , for a statistical test). One issue with this test is that it conflates the workload capacity with architecture (e.g., Townsend & Wenger, 2004) . For example, if there are more resources dedicated to processing A and B when they are presented together rather than apart, then even an independent parallel model of processing could predict violations of Equation 1. The applicability of the Miller inequality depends on the assumption of context invari ance, i.e., the processing time of one source of information does not depend on the presence of another source of in formation.
To rule out an independent parallel model that may have more resources available when both sources are pre sented together, we can measure the SIC. The SIC is de fined as the contrast between cha nges in processing speed of one source of information to changes in processing speed of the other source. Unlike the Miller inequality, this mea sure is based on equal processing loads for each component of the contrast. We use S(t) to denote the survivor function of a random variable and F(t) to denote the cumulative distribution function, i.e., S(t) = Pr{T > t} = 1 ~Pr{T :<::: t} = 1 ~ F(t). The different distributions associa ted with the processing speeds a re indicated by subscripts on S(t) and F(t), so for ex a mple the surv ivor function of resp on se times wh en the first source is p rocessed a t high sp eed and t h e second source is p rocessed at the lower sp eed is d e not ed by SHL(t). Using this notation, the SIC is given by,
D a ta for the calculation of the SIC is oft en elicited within the d ouble factorial p a radigm. In this design two sources of information can indep endently b e presen t or absent a nd, wh en present, can be indep e ndently presented a t two levels of salience.
2 This gives four differe nt redun da nt t a rget con d itions, on e fo r each of t h e four high-low salience combina tions on the t wo ch a nnels, w hich a re used to calcula t e the SIC from E quation 2. By compa ring the target present a nd absent condition s we can also test the Miller inequality a nd the cap acity coefficient (Townsend & Nozawa, 1995; Tow nsend & Wen ger, 2004) . The ca p acity coefficient is a nothe r way t o test for coactive p ro cessing (Townsend & Wen ger , 2004 ) a n d is rela t ed to the Miller inequality (Townsend & Eidels, 2010) .
Independe nt parallel m od els, like independent serial models, predict sp ecific SIC forms d ep ending on w h ether 2 To apply the gen eral theor em s from Town sen d & Nozawa (1995), the salience manip ulations must satisfy selective influen ce . Thus, whatever manipulation cr eates the differ enc e b etween the high and low salience condition s on on e source must n ot affect the other source . For r ecent theoretical work on formal definitions of selective influence and methods for t esting t h e validity of th e assumption in a sp ecific c ont ext see Kujala & Dzhafarov (2008) ; D zhafarov (2003) .
processing of one or both sources must be completed be fore a response is made. We refer to models of processing in which processing of only one source must be completed as first-terminating, or OR systems. We refer to models of processing in which processing of both sources must be completed as exhaustive, or AND systems.
The mean interaction contrast (MIC; Equation 3) is also important in distinguishing among certain processing types. With M indicating the mean response time and the subscripts as defined above, the MIC is given by,
The MIC was originally used as a test of serial indepen dent processing. Sternberg (1969) showed that, assum ing selective influence of the salience manipulations, this type of processing would lead to MIC = 0. Schweickert & Townsend (1989) extended the use of the MIC by showing Parallel-AND models have a negative MIC. Townsend & Nozawa (1995) further extended these results to Parallel OR processes and the Poisson coactive model which both predict MIC > 0. Note that, due to the linearity of the integral, the fact that response times are always positive, and the integral of the survivor function of a positive ran dom variable is its expected value, the integrated SIC is 00 equal to the MIC , i. e., J SIC (t) dt = MIC .
0
The SIC a nd MIC predictions of the four st a nda rd m odels are sh own in Figure 1 . In the upper left pa n el the SIC for the Parallel-AND mo del is sh own; it is always n egative, so t he MIC is also n egative. The Serial-AND model prediction is shown in the upper right p anel: first n egative, then positive w ith equ al positive and n egative a r eas so t h e MIC is zero. On the b ottom row the P a r allel a nd Serial-OR m od el predictions a re sh own. The P a rallel OR mo del is always p ositive with a p ositive MIC a nd t h e Serial-OR m od el SIC a nd MIC a re zer o.
In contrast, Townsend & Nozawa (1995) sh ow tha t a sp ecific case of the coactive model, b ased on the P oisson pro cess (cf. S chwarz, 1989) predicts an SIC of the form d epicted in Figure 2 . In this case, t h e SIC is negative for ea rly times, t h en p ositive for la t er times, much like t h e SIC for the Serial-AND m od el. The differ ence b et ween t his coactiv e SIC a nd the Serial-AND SIC is in the r ela tive positive a nd n egative areas under the SIC: the coactive SIC h as mor e p ositive than n egative a rea wher eas the Serial AND SIC has equal p ositive a nd negative areas. Thus, the integr a ted SIC, i. e., the MIC , can distinguish between these two models. N ote tha t d espite the simila rities in t h e form of the SIC, the Serial-AND m od el is a very different p ro cess than a coactive pro cess.
Althou gh these differences a re qualitative, there are statistical tests available for d ete rmining if the collected d ata are e nou gh to rule out a n y class of mo dels. Houpt & Townsend (2010) show that a version of the K olmogorov Smirnov t est can b e used t o ch eck the p ositive and n egative p a rts of an emp irical SIC a re significantly d ifferent from zero. This test is similar to t h e Ma ris & M aris (2003) and Serial-OR (bottom-right) processing models. In each graph, the relation between zero and the integrated SIC, or MIC, is indicated for that processing model. (Ross, 1996, pg. 357) .
In contrast, a Poisson process, N(t), is defined by:
1. N(O) = 0, 2. {N(t), t 2 0} has stationary and independent incre ments, 3. the number of events in any interval of length t is Poisson distributed with mean At (Ross, 1996, pg. 60 ).
Note that the Poisson process takes on discrete val ues while the Wiener process is real valued. Furthermore, the Poisson process can only increase as time increases, whereas the Wiener process increases and decreases.
Theory
The coactive model we consider here consists of two processing streams modeled by two (possibly dependent) proposed by Schwarz (1994) .
Let {X,(t), t 2 0} and {X2(t), t 2 0} be the stochastic processes representing the processing state of channel 1 and 2 respectively. Then, if {W(t), t 2 0} is a standard Wiener process, i.e., with drift 0 and diffusion coefficient 1,'
The process of interest is the sum of the two individual channel processes,
This process is equal in distribution to a Wiener process with drift v1 + v2 and diffusion coefficient ai 2 = ai + a §+ 2q12aaab. The first passage time of a Wiener process with positive drift has an inverse Gaussian distribution (Borodin & Salminen, 2002, pg. 295) , i.e., with T12 as the random variable for the completion time of the process, T12(a,v1+v2,<712) = (7) inf{O < tiX12(t) = a} ""' IG ( a , a:).
v1 + v2 0"12 Therefore, with <I>(-) denoting the standard normal CDF, the CDF of the completion time is given by, Within this distribution, neither the individual pro cessing rates nor the individual diffusion coefficients are identifiable. Although this is not the target of SIC analy sis, there are other methods that may be more conducive to discovering the contribution of each of the underlying distributions. For example, along with the assumption of context invariance, examining each of the processes in iso lation (e.g., Miller, 1982) , or offsetting the presentation of the stimulus compon ents (e.g., Schwarz, 1994) .
We begin by demon strating tha t the MIC is over-additive and hence the SIC will have larger p ositive a rea under the curve tha n n egative area. We then demonstr ate that the SIC is n egative for sm all t and p ositive for large t . F inally, we show that ther e a re only two t E (0, oo) such that t h e derivative of t h e SIC w ith respect to t is zero, a nd hen ce t h e curve only changes direction tw ice. These three properties are those described in Townsend & Nozawa (1995) a nd h en ce Wiener coactive m od el makes qualita tively equivalent SIC predictions to the P oisson coactive mod els.
M ean interaction contrast
The mean first passage time of a Wie ner process is given by the m ean of t h e inverse Gaussia n distribution w hich, in the parameterization above, is simply the first parameter, To d ete rmine the sign of the MIC, we examine the pa r tial d erivative of the expected completion time, first with respect to v 1 , then w ith r esp ect to v 2 .
Because a, v 1 , and v2 must be positive, this function will always be positive. Thus, from the definition of the deriva tive and the smoothness of the function in Equation 9, the change in expected completion time between two values of v2 increases as v1 increases. The MIC is just that: a measure of the change due to an increase in processing rate in the difference of mean completion time across the change in the other processing rate. Thus, the MIC must be positive.
Survivor interaction contrast
For the SIC, we examine the second partial derivative of the CDF, first with respect to v1, then with respect to v2.
(11)
By examining the derivative with respect to t, we can un d erstand the basic sh a p e of the function. (12) This function h as only two zeros (below), so acr oss time it only changes direction t wice.
Both of these solutions must be positive because a, v 1 , v 2 and d 2 must all b e positive, so t must be positive for (a -t(v1 + v2) ) 2 = tai 2 to h old.
Furthermore, for sm all t, [(a -t(v1 + v2) ) 2 -tai 2 ] > 0 so Equation 11 starts with a positive slope, changes to a n egative slope at t h e first zero, a nd is then p ositive again aft er the second zero.
By the sam e reasoning we used for the MIC, if t h e second pa rtial is n egative (positive), then the interaction contrast of the C DFs must be n egative (positive) . That is , the corr esp onden ce between the inter action contrast a nd the second partial de rivative for the sign follows from the d efinition of "derivative." The usual contrast op er ator is simp le the discret e version of the second, mixed, partial d eriva tive. Under sta ndard assumptions of smoothness, the result follows. Because the SIC is the negative of the interaction contrast of the C DFs, this implies tha t the SIC does h ave the down-up-down form sh own in Figure 2 .
Conclusions
The coactive model has been of particular interest, mainly as a model of redundant target effects. Deter mining whether a redundant target effect is due merely to statistical facilitation or to coactive processing of the stimulus information can be difficult. The Miller inequal ity, Equation 1, is one possible method, but can fail if the assumption of context invariance fails. The SIC is a pow erful measure for distinguishing among certain classes of information processing systems. Information about SIC forms predicted by coactive models had previously been limited to a particular class of models, a sum of two Pois son processes (Schwarz, 1989; Townsend & Nozawa, 1995) .
In this paper we have demonstrated tha t the SIC form pre dicted by the Poisson coactive model is also predicted by a distinct class of models, based on the sum of two Wiener processes (Schwarz, 1994) . These new results hold regard less of the correlation between the two channels.
When data are collected within the double factorial paradigm, it is possible to test both the Miller Inequality and the SIC for evidence of coactive processing. These data may also be used to calculate the capacity coefficient (Townsend & Nozawa, 1995; Townsend & Wenger, 2004) . Coactive p rocessing a rchitectures also have d istinctive ca pacity coefficient p att erns. In fact, the capacity coeffi cient is closely related to the Miller Inequality and can b e thought of as a more fine gr ained measure of the same concept (Town send & Eidels, 2010) .
D espite the gen erality of this d emonstration w it hin the class of Wiener models, the coactive SIC predictions are still quite limited comp a red with the serial and parallel models. In part this is due t o the lack of a clear d efinition of a general coactive mo del. In future work we would like to find a sensible, quantitatively well specified, general def inition of a coactive model. Based on this, we would like to d etermine w hether the distinguishing SIC characteris tics discussed in this work a r e in fact always produced by coactive processing.
Nonetheless, we h ave demonstrated that the SIC form associated with the P oisson coactive model does gen eralize beyond tha t particular case. This is an important step in the direction of tying coactive processing t o the early negative-la te p ositive SIC. This, in turn, will aid in future experimental work in w hich experimenters a r e interested in discerning coactive psychologica l processes.
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